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Abstract
Although many semantic parsing models have001
been proven to work effectively on “NL-to-002
SQL”, the limitation of annotated datasets003
remains a great challenge. In many semi-004
supervised models, while they use unlabeled005
data to greatly improve the model accuracy,006
they fail to take data privacy of users into007
account . In this work, we focus on im-008
proving the performance of the semantic pars-009
ing model and protecting the users’ data pri-010
vacy without increasing the size of the labeled011
dataset. Our new model, which is named Fed-012
Parsing, is a semi-supervised Federated Learn-013
ing model. In order to solve the difficulty014
on convergence of traditional semi-supervised015
Federated Learning model, we incorporate the016
Mean Teacher algorithm and apply the Ex-017
ponential Moving Average algorithm to up-018
date model parameters. Experiments on Wik-019
iSQL show that with extra unlabeled data, our020
model performs better than supervised training021
model and traditional semi-supervised Feder-022
ated Learning model, which proves the effec-023
tiveness of FedParsing model.024

1 Introduction025

During the developments of artificial intelligence,026

the interactions between human and machine in027

daily life becomes more frequent. Semantic parsing028

serves as a key technology in helping the machine029

to understand human’s languages by translating a030

natural language query to logic forms, which is031

known as “NL-to-SQl”(Pal et al., 2020; Brunner032

and Stockinger, 2021) or “Text-to-SQL”(Elgohary033

et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2018). Many important034

works have emerged in this field(Jia and Liang,035

2016; Dong and Lapata, 2016). There exists a long-036

standing problem, i.e., available labeled data is al-037

ways limited, which brings great difficulties to im-038

prove the accuracy of semantic parsing. In order to039

solve this problem, the idea of semi-supervision by040

using the unlabeled data has been introduced(Yin041

et al., 2018; Qi et al., 2020; Jia et al., 2020).042

However, most of the unlabeled data come from 043

users. Due to user privacy, it is impossible to ob- 044

tain data directly from users. Federated Learn- 045

ing(McMahan et al., 2017) is proposed to enable 046

server provider to train models separately and also 047

protect user privacy. Without obtaining users’ pri- 048

vate unlabeled data, it allows the server and clients 049

to train the same model jointly by exchanging 050

model parameters or gradients. Thus, the integra- 051

tion of Federated Learning and semi-supervised 052

learning becomes the key to solve the aforemen- 053

tioned problem. 054

In previous work(Bettini et al., 2021; Bian et al., 055

2021), the server is trained in a supervised manner, 056

while the clients are usually trained in an unsuper- 057

vised manner. Therefore, the problem of model 058

convergence remains great challenges. Firstly, 059

since each client has different usage pattern, the 060

data generated between clients follow a different 061

distribution(Zhao et al., 2018; Sattler et al., 2019), 062

which incurs biases to model updates. Aggregating 063

these divergent models can slow down the global 064

model convergence. Secondly, the objective func- 065

tion difference makes the model much more hard 066

to converge. One way to solve the above problem 067

is to unify the objective function of the client and 068

server. 069

Aiming at this problem, we introduce Mean 070

Teacher algorithm(Tarvainen and Valpola, 2017) 071

into Federated Learning, called FedParsing Model. 072

The main idea of FedParsing Model is to set up 073

two models on the client side, one is the student 074

model, the other is the teacher model. The student 075

model conducts semi-supervised training with the 076

prediction of the teacher model as the standard la- 077

bels, instead of unsupervised training. Also, we 078

apply Exponential Moving Average (EMA) algo- 079

rithm(Haynes et al., 2012) to update the parameters 080

of the teacher model, so as to control the gradi- 081

ent deviation of the student model in a limited 082

range. We train our model on WikiSQL(Zhong 083
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et al., 2017), and the results show that the accu-084

racy of our model is improved compared with the085

baseline.086

To conclude, there are three innovations in this087

work:088

• We apply Federated Learning to semantic089

parsing which is called FedParsing Model. We090

complete the model training under the premise091

of protecting user privacy.092

• We integrate Mean Teacher model and Feder-093

ated Learning to realize semi-supervised train-094

ing on the client side, so as to solve the prob-095

lem of inconsistent goals.096

• We further propose the EMA algorithm to097

constrain the gradient deviation of clients and098

verify the effectiveness of this algorithm.099

2 Problem Formulation100

Our goal is to improve the performance of the se-101

mantic parsing model by fully exploiting the un-102

labeled dataset without increasing the size of the103

labeled dataset or violating the clients’ data pri-104

vacy. For the labeled data, we combine a sentence105

q = {q1, q2, ... , qn} and its corresponding logical106

form c = {c1, c2,..., cn} into input sentence pair107

of form Concat(q, c), where Concat() is simply108

merging text and separating it with commas. These109

input sentence pairs are constructed into Labeled110

Semantic Parsing Datasets L = [qn, cn]Nn=1 which111

is held by the server. For data without labels, we112

simply use question texts q = {q1, q2, ... , qm}113

as the input sentences which constitute Unlabeled114

Datasets UL = [qm]Mm=1 held by the clients.115

3 Methods116

3.1 Mean Teacher and EMA algorithm117

The traditional unsupervised learning on the client118

side aims to transfer the sentences(words) into119

sentences(words), for instance, Encoder-Decoder120

Model or Masked Language Model(Salazar et al.,121

2020). It is inconsistent with the goal of supervised122

learning on the server side which aims to transfer123

sentences into SQL. Subsequently, this inconsis-124

tency leads to the difference of objective function,125

which makes the model much harder to converge.126

Aiming at this problem, we propose to use two127

models for training on the client side, one named128

Student Model and the other named Teacher Model.129

In the initial stage, these two models are given the130

same parameters. However, they are trained sep- 131

arately. Teacher Model generates the target anno- 132

tation p = [p1, p2, ..., pn] for each unlabeled natu- 133

ral language statement x, where pi are the logical 134

predicates. Student Model progressively generats 135

logical forms y∗ = [y∗1, y
∗
2, ..., y

∗
n] by treating p as 136

the annotation result, where y∗i are logical predi- 137

cates. Then the Student Model updates its weight 138

by using the gradient descent algorithm. We define 139

the consistency loss L(θ) as the expected distance 140

between pi and y∗i : 141

L(θi) = Exi

[
||pi(x)− y∗i (x)||2

]
(1) 142

As for the Teacher Model, we propose Expo- 143

nential Moving Average algorithm to modify the 144

parameters in each epoch. The formula is: 145

θ′t = λθ′t−1 + (1− λ)θt (2) 146

whereas θt and θ′t represent the weight of Student 147

model and Teacher model at training step t. λ 148

is an attenuation hyperparameter which controls 149

the updating speed of the model, usually 0.9 or 150

0.99. Therefore, when Student Model updates the 151

weights, Teacher Model improves in turn so that 152

it can continuously produce better target predic- 153

tion. Besides, using Mean Teacher algorithm to 154

conduct semi-supervision on the client side, aligns 155

the objective function with the server side. This 156

consistency effectively promotes the convergence 157

of the model. 158

3.2 Semi-Supervised Federated Learning on 159

Semantic Parsing 160

Figure 1: The Framework of FedParsing Model.
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As shown in Figure1, the FedParsing Model is161

composed of an Encoder, Bert pretraining layer,162

three decoders based on attention mechanism and163

linear layer. The decoders include Teacher Decoder,164

Student Decoder and Server Decoder.165

Combining the Mean Teacher and EMA algo-166

rithm, the server and clients train their models as167

the following steps.168

Step 1: At communication round t, we train169

Server Decoder in a normal supervised manner.The170

loss function is defined by the following formula:171

LS(θE , θSD) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

−logP (yn|xn, θE , θSD)

(3)172

where θE is the parameter of the Encoder and θSD173

is the parameter of Server Decoder. After train-174

ing, the global parameter wt
s is generated and dis-175

tributed to K selected clients.176

Step 2: Each client has a Student Decoder and177

a Teacher Decoder.Teacher Decoder is trained by178

the global parameter wt
s while Student Decoder is179

not. Student Decoder is updated according to the180

MSEloss in Eq.1. Instead of sharing the weights181

with Student Decoder, Teacher Decoder uses the182

EMA weights of Student Decoder according to183

Eq.2. In this way, Teacher Decoder together with184

Server Decoder, plays the role of teacher model to185

limit the divergence of Student Decoder. Once the186

training is completed, the parameter wk,st of client187

k’s Student Decoder will be sent to the server.188

Step 3: Upon receiving K clients’ parameters,189

the server aggregates the gradient changes using190

the global parameter wt
s and clients’ parameters191

wk,st.192

wt+1
avg = (wt

s +
K∑
k=1

wt
k,st)/(K + 1) (4)193

Then Server Decoder will be trained in a supervised194

way using wt+1
avg . After re-selecting K clients, the195

new generated wt+1
s is distributed to the clients196

again. Subsequently, Step 2 is repeated.197

The FedParsing Model+EMA algorithm can198

make the model converge more quickly than the199

original Federated Learning model. The reason is200

that accurate target labels generated by Teacher De-201

coder will lead to a faster feedback loop between202

the clients and server, which results in a better test203

accuracy. In the mean time, the FedParsing Model204

only transmits the gradients between server and205

clients, which fully protects users’ data privacy.206

4 Experiments 207

4.1 Experimental Setup 208

Our model is evaluated on the dataset WikiSQL, 209

which was first presented by Zhong et al. (2017). 210

We use RoBERTa for pre-training in a batch of 211

10. The inputs generation is the same as Lyu et al. 212

(2020). Eventually, we get 36063 data for training, 213

10107 data for testing and 5340 data for develop- 214

ment. Then we allocate the training data propor- 215

tionally to one server and 1,000 clients. The train- 216

ing data S obtained by server is chosen from the 217

set {500,1000,10000}. Each client will be given 218

a number of training data in the range of [20,40] 219

randomly. The communication round between the 220

server and clients is R. In each round, K clients 221

are selected and trained for E epochs.In this ex- 222

periment, we set E = 3. The exponential mov- 223

ing average decay value in each epoch is set to be 224

λ = 0.99. Both the server and the clients use SGD 225

as the model optimizer. 226

Four groups of experiments are carried out. In 227

the first group, the server is trained in a supervised 228

manner without clients, called HydraNet(Lyu et al., 229

2020). In the second group, compared to HydraNet, 230

the clients are trained in unsupervised Mask Lan- 231

guage Model(MLM). The other two groups use 232

FedParsing Model and FedParsing Model+EMA. 233

The accuracies of this task are evaluated by 234

seven indexes,i.e.,Overall,Agg,Sel,Wn,Wc,Op 235

and V al. The index Overall is the proportion that 236

all the predictions are right. The indexes Agg, Sel, 237

Wn, Wc, Op and V al stand for tasks of aggrega- 238

tion operator, predicting select column, number of 239

conditions, where columns, where operators and 240

where values, respectively. 241

4.2 Experimental Results 242

Review. The results of Development and Test accu- 243

racy are shown in Table 1. The accuracy of the Test 244

set is on the left while the Development set on the 245

right. Compared to HydraNet, the accuracies of Hy- 246

draNet+MLM significantly reduce, which validates 247

the problem of model divergence caused by incon- 248

sistent objectives. Overall, the FedParsing+EMA 249

model performs the best. When S=1000, its accu- 250

racy is up to 1.9% higher than HydraNet and 17.6% 251

higher than HydraNet+MLM. This shows the ef- 252

fectiveness of FedParsing Model. Moreover, the 253

accuracy of the FedParsing+EMA model is up to 254

0.8% above the FedParsing Model, which verifies 255

the effectiveness of EMA algorithm. 256
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Model Accuracy
S=500 Overall Agg Sel Wn Wc Op Val

HydraNet 69.8 70.1 87.3 87.4 95.3 95.7 96.4 96.9 87.9 88.4 97.5 97.6 91.3 91.6
HydraNet+MLM 50.1 50.5 72.2 72.5 94.5 94.8 87.3 87.8 77.6 77.3 95.5 95.7 89.4 89.6

FedParsing 70.2 70.4 88.2 88.0 95.2 95.7 96.4 96.9 87.2 88.0 97.9 97.8 91.4 91.2
FedParsing+EMA 70.7 70.4 88.7 88.8 95.9 96.2 96.9 96.9 88.0 88.0 97.9 97.8 91.6 91.5

S=1,000 Overall Agg Sel Wn Wc Op Val

HydraNet 1 72.6 72.3 88.6 88.2 96.3 96.3 96.0 96.7 89.1 89.7 98.2 98.1 92.5 92.3
HydraNet+MLM 56.6 57.3 77.9 76.6 95.5 95.7 92.7 93.4 83.9 84.5 94.7 95.0 89.6 89.0

FedParsing 73.4 73.7 88.5 88.3 96.2 96.2 96.7 97.3 89.4 90.1 98.3 98.3 93.5 93.5
FedParsing+EMA 74.2 74.2 89.2 89.1 96.3 96.2 96.9 97.4 89.8 90.3 98.3 98.3 93.6 93.7

S=10,000 Overall Agg Sel Wn Wc Op Val

HydraNet 1 79.1 79.2 90.2 90.2 97.1 97.4 97.6 98.0 93.1 93.3 98.6 98.6 95.4 95.6
HydraNet+MLM 79.1 79.2 90.2 90.2 97.1 97.4 97.6 98.0 93.1 93.3 98.6 98.6 95.4 95.6

FedParsing 79.1 79.2 90.2 90.2 97.1 97.4 97.6 98.0 93.1 93.4 98.6 98.6 95.4 95.7
FedParsing+EMA 79.2 79.3 90.2 90.2 97.1 97.4 97.6 98.0 93.1 93.4 98.6 98.6 95.5 95.7

Table 1: The Development and Test accuracy when server gets 500, 1,000 and 10,000 data respectively.

Impact of S when K=10. As can be seen from257

Table 1, FedParsing+EMA model performs the best258

when S=1000. When S=500 or 10000, FedPars-259

ing+EMA model does not perform outstandingly260

but still well. The reason may be that when S is261

too small, the server has the same weight as the262

clients. So the gradient of supervised model does263

not affect the average gradient effectively. When S264

is too large, supervised training on server is enough265

to get good results. The role of the clients becomes266

trivial. Therefore, it is important to keep a suitable267

balance between server and clients data.

Figure 2: Diagram of how the accuracy index Wn
varies with R and K.

268

Impact of R on the accuracy index Wn. We269

study the impact of the communication round R270

when the server gets 500 data. Figure2 shows that,271

in the initial stage, the accuracy rate will increase272

across the communication rounds. However, when273

the model converges, the accuracy rate will slightly274

decrease since the model may over-fit when R is275

too large.276

Impact of K on the accuracy index Wn. We277

study the impact of the selected clients number K278

when the server gets 1,000 data. Figure2 shows279

that the accuracy index Wn rises steadily until it280

reaches a peak at K = 10 and then it drops slightly. 281

It is speculated that when there are too many clients, 282

their divergences will affect the average gradient, 283

resulting in a decline in accuracy. 284

5 Related Work 285

Semi-supervised Federal Learning has been proven 286

valid in multiple scenarios. Bettini et al. (2021) 287

verified its effectiveness on action recognition. 288

Wang et al. (2020a) proposed GraphFL for semi- 289

supervised node classification on graphs. Itahara 290

et al. (2020) proposed a distillation-based semi- 291

supervised FL algorithm which achieved higher 292

classification accuracy. Different from these work, 293

semantic parsing is a generation problem, which 294

has a larger problem space than classification prob- 295

lems. Thus, the convergence of model is more 296

difficult. 297

6 Conclusion 298

The integration of Federated Learning and semi- 299

supervision is an effective method to solve the 300

problem of user data privacy leakage on semantic 301

parsing task. However, traditional semi-supervised 302

Federated Learning has the problem of model con- 303

vergence. Aimed at this problem, we propose Fed- 304

Parsing Model by using Mean Teacher and EMA 305

algorithm. FedParsing Model is tested on Wik- 306

iSQL dataset and experimental results prove the 307

effectiveness of this model. 308
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A Related Work444

The phenomenon that the distribution of each client445

can be totally different, is known as non-IID (not446

identically and independently distributed) problem,447

which can cause severe model divergence. For448

non-IID problem, Zhao et al. (2018) proposed the449

Data Sharing method by building a globally shared450

dataset G for clients; Fallah et al. (2020) proposed451

the method of a shared initial model in a distributed452

manner; Wang et al. (2020b) proposed the FAVOR453

model, which utilizes a Deep Q-network to intel-454

ligently select clients to participate in training in455

each round of communication. Although the above456

method solves the non-IID problem significantly, it457

also leads to the leakage of users’ privacy to some458

extent.459

B Method460

For labeled data, tokens take the form of:461

[CLS], x1, x2, ..., xm, [SLP ], y1, y2, ..., yn, [SLP ],462

where x1, x2, ..., xn is the token sequence of ques-463

tion q and y1, y2, ..., yn is the token sequence of464

c. For unlabeled data, tokens take the form of:465

[CLS], x1, x2, ..., xm, [SLP ]. Subsequently, these466

token sequences will be decoded by a pre-trained467

Transformer model, such as Bert or Roberta, to468

obtain vectors as the final input of the model.469

C Experiment470

When S=500, compared to the HydraNet, the accu-471

racies of FedParsing+EMA model mostly increase472

0% ∼ 1.4%. Occasionally, some accuracies are473

worse than the HydraNet, such as V al and Wc.474

The reason may be that the data volume of server475

is almost the same as that of clients. Therefore, the476

weight of server is not dominant in gradient aggre-477

gating. Thus, the gradient of supervised model will478

not affect the average gradient effectively.479

If the server is allocated 10,000 data for training,480

the Overall accuracy of FedParsing+EMA is 8.9%481

higher than the situation where the server gets 500482

data. Other accuracies increase by 1.2%∼5.2%.483

These results are reasonable since the increase in484

the amount of labeled data can help the model485

trained by the server becoming more accurate and486

the weight of server becoming larger in gradient487

aggregating. Thus, the overall accuracy becomes488

higher. However, when the server gets enough data,489

the accuracy of our model is closer to the HydraNet.490

The reason may be that the gradient changes gen-491

erated by the client are not enough to affect the492

average gradient. In the extreme case, when the 493

server has the entire labeled training dataset, the sit- 494

uation will transfer to a supervised learning model. 495
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